
DESIGN BRIEF CHXD — Building Health into Everyday 
Life

ABOUT US — SMOOTH COMMUTING 
As three passionate Experience Design graduate students from Northeastern University, 

we joined this challenge to stretch our design skills, and to investigate and support 

healthier outcomes in people’s everyday activities.  

Commuting is a daily activity and is vital for businesses and the economy. However, 

problems in the service abound. By redesigning a part of the system — the commuter rail 

— we aim to reduce the daily stressors, and create a service with considerable health 

benefits for commuters. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW — THE PROBLEM 
People are so immersed in their day-to-day lives that they often forget to take care of 

themselves. Work is the fulcrum around which most people plan their lives. Many 

business and companies are based in city centers where the cost of living has increased 

exponentially. Therefore, many people choose to live in the surrounding areas, which 

means that they have to travel back and forth from home to work and vice versa. 

For this challenge, we elected to focus on how we might mitigate the negative health 

effects of commuting on extreme commuters around the Boston area. An extreme 

commuter is anyone whose commute one-way is 90+ minutes. How might we build 

relaxation and predictability into the everyday commute? 

Considerable research demonstrates that commuting such distances every day can be 

strongly detrimental to commuters’ health over time. Commuting to work in Boston is 

expensive, polluting, unpredictable, stressful, and often inconvenient. In a 2019 

boston.com poll of 1,200 commuters, the following chart illustrates the dilemma people 

find themselves in daily: 

https://www.boston.com/cars/commute/2019/04/24/massinc-polling-group-massachusetts-transportation-survey


 
A recent report issued by the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) 

states that, “...congestion has gone from bad to worse. Congestion chokes growing 

communities, reduces access and opportunity to jobs, affects people’s choices about 

where to live and work, and may undermine the Commonwealth’s commitment to reduce 

greenhouse gases (GHGs), a primary cause of climate change.” 

 

We also looked at a 2018 white paper by TransitMatters that lays out a transformative 

vision for Massachusetts Commuter Rail. It takes it from being expensive and unreliable, 

to an environmentally friendly electrified Regional Rail service that is cheaper, convenient, 

opens up opportunities for good jobs, and adds to the economic well-being of the 

Commonwealth.  

 

The report focuses on five key factors to achieve this vision; system-wide electrification; 

raised platforms for universal access and to speed boarding; strategic infrastructure 

investments; frequent service all day; and free transfers between regional trains, buses, 

and subways. They state that if the service was cheaper and easier to use, it would be 

more profitable also. 

 



We focused our research around the experience of taking the commuter rail to Boston. 

We looked at people’s journeys from their home to their office doors in an effort to 

understand what their overall experiences were like. We identified many opportunities for 

improving the commuter experience, and positively impacting their everyday health.  

 

We considered ways this journey might not only get the maximum number of people 

around, but also ways we might use it to contribute to the health and well-being of the 

commuting population. How might we reduce the frustrations and stress that often 

accompany the extreme commute? How might we make this a comfortable and maybe 

even delightful part of people’s daily lives? What kind of things could people be using this 

time to do that would help balance their lives? What things does extreme commuting get 

in the way of? What are the advantages of rail travel and how might we make it more 

comfortable? What opportunities exist to get companies and other stakeholders to 

sponsor certain services that could benefit everyone on their commute? 

 

MAIN GOALS 

● To cut out many of the unnecessary situations that add to the stress and anxiety 

of the journey, by proposing a systematic approach to the commuting experience. 

● To propose a set of redesigns embedded in a new commuting service concept, 

thus, improving overall well-being and health. 

● To introduce situations that make the ride much more comfortable and enjoyable. 

● To add a much-needed level of predictability into the journey. 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
Extreme commuters from around Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 

 

RESEARCH METHODS FOR DESIGN (Martin & Hanington) 

● Exploratory research 

● Participant and trace observations 

● Focused interviews 

● Personas 



● Photo studies 

● Scenarios 

● Stakeholder maps 

● User journey maps 

● Evaluative research  
 

KEY FINDINGS 
Through our research we found that people find their commuting experiences stressful, 

which impacts their mood, productivity, and overall health. People complain about not 

having enough time to do things they like, or things that boost them with the right energy. 

Extreme commuters find themselves lacking the time they need to relax properly, so that 

they can develop and maintain the necessary activities and mindset to enhance to live 

well. 

 

Through our research we also confirmed that the service fails to deliver on quite a number 

of basic expectations: 

● not being reliable or running on time 

● poor signage and communication 

● no company communication on the length of the train and where it will stop 

● too few carriages/very little space for heavy commuting times  

● two separate apps — One for train times and one to buy tickets 

● poor illumination of signage for station names in dusk or dark conditions 

● very poor and unreliable wifi 

● very basic or no amenities 

● no way to ensure you have a parking space or seat 

 

Overall, the commuting experience impacts people’s health and well-being negatively. 

We plan our lives around the train schedules, adjusting not only eating habits, but also 

our personal routines. These adjustments cause people to desend into a negative 

feedback loop. This results in eat-on-the-go; sleeping poorly because they need to wake 

up early to take the trains to get to work on time; rushing and getting anxious; and 



returning home drained and irritated only repeat it all for the next day. There is little 

personal time to relax, go to the gym, or have quality time with their loved ones. Eating 

unhealthily, not exercising, not having enough or proper sleep causes high blood 

pressure, anxiety and stress levels that get worse over time thus negatively impacting 

people’s health.   

 

SOLUTIONS 
To address these problems, our group decided to focus on a systematic approach to 

redesigning some services that the commuter rail provides in order to help commuters 

reduce the negative impact of commuting in their health. 

 

First, we will address the short-term improvements, which are directly related to failures 

in the basic services. These solutions include more user-centric communication and 

signage, stable wifi, and upping basic amenities at stations — drinks machines for 

example. 

 

Mid-term solutions include: 

1. Infrastructure redesign 

a. Redesigning the cars on the trains to address some of the main pain points: 

i. More comfortable seats adding a head supporter for more stability. 

ii. A car with a co-working space: comfortable and designed for people 

who want to work, study, read, watch videos or listen to podcasts and 

music during their commute. Companies such as WeWork could 

sponsor these cars where people could have private booths to work 

or take part in online meetings for a nominal fee.  

iii. Design a car like a relaxation station — redesign quiet cars and make 

it obvious that they are the quiet cars. Promoting the quiet car as just 

that, a place where people can go and just enjoy a little down time. 

Perhaps the seats could face out the window and the lights would be 

dimmed. Adding wings to the head rests could enable people to 

sleep more comfortably.  



iv. We envision that the outside of the carriage could also be 

painted/branded as a way of differentiating it from the rest of the train 

and providing commuters with the right queue: “this one is for 

sleeping, relaxing, meditation”, so it’s easier to identify them.  

v. Adding more and redesign bathrooms to make them nicer and 

cleaner, especially for longer commutes. 

b. Redesign infrastructure at stations and stops: we believe that by making the 

infrastructure at the stations more enclosed to avoid cold weather and rain, 

adding some color, lights and seats, we could enhance the waiting 

experience. This should include bigger and better signage that uses user-

centric nomenclature, and up-to-the-minute communication about the 

status of the train.  

2. Community building in support of the travel experience, and reinforcement of the 

social aspect in enhancing well-being: 

a. We envision an uber-like system that can allow people to share their 

transportation to and from stations into suburban areas. A pilot can be 

tested in association with Uber.  

3. Individual work balance 

a. We believe that private companies would want to support this project as this 

means providing flexibility and better benefits for their employees. This 

means that some companies would like to provide flex-time, home office, 

and some other benefits if this translates in happier and more productive 

employees.  

b. By having flex-time, commuters will not only have the opportunity to avoid 

rush hour, but also be better able to balance their personal and professional 

lives in a way that would better support their relationships and well-being. 

4. Social stakeholders 

a. Related to the above paragraph, we envision that private companies would 

want to either donate or invest money in support of the commuting 

infrastructure. This could be a way to demonstrate their support for healthier 



lifestyles and employees, a win-win situation resulting in greater efficiency, 

productivity and thankful employees. 

5. The improvement of the commuter app would enhance the functioning of the four

previous categories:

a. Getting delay notification in advance would support planning ahead of time

b. Include information that lets people know where to stand on the platform

depending on the type of car they want to take.

c. The new app could allow people to plan journeys from their front door to

offices so that if they want to share a ride, there is a way of doing that based

on the train they want to take.

d. It should also allow people to book parking and seats (like airplanes)

e. Additionally, the integration of all other services in the same app could

provide a better message for commuters. Consolidating all services on one

integrated platform could provide a sense of coherence throughout the

journey and commuting experience, no matter the type of service people

choose.

We also envision developing onboard services that would empower people to partake in 

different health-promoting and de-stressing activities while commuting. These could 

include: 

● Providing a gym car where people could book a machine for the duration of their

commute. Israel already has this service.

● Seats in quiet cars can be incorporated with headphones and relaxing music,

meditation guides/sounds with an internal “nature-like” design. Or sleeping booths

with sound proof cabins (for people who snore).

Long term solutions should aim to provide an integrated system that will allow commuters 

to easily connect different transportation systems across a variety of points in the city, to 

make it smoother to commute with more healthy options. For example, instead of having 

“blue bikes” stations in different parts of Boston, some of these bike stations could be 



embedded in the commuter cars so people could easily drop them off, and access them 

from the trains.  

 

Also, we could support local communities by providing opportunities such as having a 

local farmers market on the train, thus giving commuters access to fresh produce and 

buy-local initiatives. 

 

Additionally, we support the white paper that envisions a modern rail system that will go 

from diesel to being 100% electrified.  

 

In the long run, we envision a holistic system providing broad health improvements, not 

only  through making the individual commuting experience enjoyable, but by completely 

changing the way we think about commuting, and impacting a broader ecosystem: 

● Companies and universities can support healthier habits by nudging employees 
and students to healthier lifestyles by recompensing them with material and 
immaterial benefits such as health points or reduced health insurance costs. 

● Hospitals can change the way they provide current services, maybe by providing 
clinics or advice services onboard. 

● Insurance companies might also recompense people for healthier habits, perhaps 
with lower payments or co-pays.  

● Additionally, healthcare providers, insurance companies and individuals can co-
design a system that could support people in need: for example, a percentage of 
the commuting fee could go to someone that needs medicine or insurance, or to 
support some NGOs in their mission to provide food to people in need. 

● The latter means a call-to-action for companies in the food industry, not only to be 
a part in this healthier ecosystem by producing better and healthier food, but also 
by being more responsible with individuals and the environment. 

 
SCHEDULE/TIMELINE AND BUDGET 
The short to medium-term solution might need 1-2 billion dollars, as stated in the white 

paper: “We estimate the cost range of systemwide electrification, high platforms to enable 

level boarding, and strategic capacity improvements at bottlenecks to be about $2 to 3 

billion.” (Winter 2018, Regional Rail for Metropolitan Boston. TRANSIT MATTERS, pages 20-21) 

 



This cost can be assumed by the federal government, local government and towns (city 

of Boston as a pilot) and private companies willing to support healthier lifestyles and 

cultures. 

HOW WOULD WE MEASURE SUCCESS 
● with polls or surveys (how people feel now compared to before)

● feedback buttons: “how do you like your new commute?”

● environmental impact measurement — fewer emissions

● productivity and happiness of employees in workplaces
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Journey Map [1/3]

Yuan leaves the house at 7am to take 
her son to daycare before she goes to 
work. He is often cranky and di�cult or 
loud in the back of the car. She �nds 
herself getting irritated and losing 
patience with him. 

She then has a ninty plus minute drive 
in bumper-to-bumper tra�c to get to 
work. She could take the train, but that 
would take her even longer because of 
the train switches she’d have to make. 
She listens to podcasts and music on 
her way in but still �nds the tra�c 
stressful and grueling. 

Yuan struggles to get to work on time 
because of the tra�c. As a result, she 
often works through her lunch. She’s 
up for a promotion but feels very torn 
between her career, her young family, 
and her health. She always seems to 
feel exhausted.

She leaves work at �ve. The drive home 
takes another ninty plus minutes in 
slow tra�c. She’s charged more 
money if she’s late picking up her son 
so she feels under a lot of pressure to 
make it there on time. 

When she �nally makes it home, she 
has to take care of dinner, help her son 
with his homework, and do whatever 
chores need attending to. Her husband 
has a demanding job and is often home 
late and exhausted too, but she �nds 
herself feeling increasingly  resentful 
towards him.

Feels pressure to get to work on 
time and �nd a parking space.

Wishes she could use this time more 
productively and not have to pay 
attention as the tra�c inches 
forward.

Need to wake at 5:30am to be out 
the door at 7.

Needs to get her son to childcare on 
time but there can be a line of 
parents which further delays her if 
she’s not prompt.

Pressure to get to work on time. 

Pressure to decide what her future is 
going to be and what to prioritize.

Pressure to pick up her son from 
daycare on time. 

Struggles to stay awake in slow 
tra�c after a long day.

Too much ca�eine makes her more 
reactive to situations.

Dispite exhausting still needs to take 
care of her son and household 
chores. Craves time to unwind. 

Her husbands lack of consideration 
for all that she is shouldering.

Her son’s needs.

irritated, guilty, tired

interested, more relaxed

frustrated, anxious

happy, con�dent

torn, confused, anxious, guilty

frustrated, anxious overwhelmed

loving, maternal

resentful

YUEN
30, PROFESSIONAL DESIGNER AT INSURANCE COMPANY



Journey Map [2/3] ANNE
24, ENTRY-LEVEL RESEARCHER IN COLLEGE LAB

It takes Anne two buses and a ten 
minute walk to get to work. She needs 
to leave the house at 7am to make it in 
for her 9am start. It’s a pain. She tried 
taking the T but could never �nd a 
seat. 

In the past she listened to podcasts 
and music on the bus but now that 
she’s trying to grow academically, she 
wishes she had more opportunites to 
study on her commute. 

She LOVES her job as an entry-level 
researcher at a university and is 
excited for the educational 
opportunities it a�ords her. 

She’s considered other living options. 
She doesn’t want to change where she 
works but if she moves closer to the 
city she won’t be able to a�ort a place 
of her own. She can about get by on 
what she makes now and living in 
Boston is very expensive. 

The daily juggling act leaves her 
exhausted. She knows she needs to do 
something but she’s undecided. She 
could move in with her boyfriend but 
she doesn’t feel ready to do that. She 
doesn’t want to move in with him just 
because it’s convenient. 
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Feels pressure to get to work on 
time especially as it’s a new job and 
she is anxious to give a good impres-
sion.

Wishes she could study properly but 
it’s di�cult to do with so many 
disruptions on a crowded bus.

Need to wake at 6am to be out the 
door at 7.

Hopes her buses won’t be delayed. If 
the �rst one is late she’ll miss the 
second one. If the second one is late 
she’ll be late to work. 

She feels a bit tired after her early 
start and long and taxing commute. 

She’s anxious to make a good 
impression. 

Wishes she could avoid such a long 
commute.

Knows that living close to Boston will 
be very expensive but even buying a 
car won’t solve her commuting 
issues. She really doesn’t want to 
live with other people. 

She’s exhausted after her commute 
and doesn’t feel like doing much 
after she gets home. 

She knows she’ll be studying in the 
near future and wonders how this 
is going to �t in to her current 
schedule.

a little anxious slightly frustrated, anxious

happy, excited, eager

a bit tired after her commute

frustrated, confused exhausted, a little frustrated
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Journey Map [3/3]

Bill’s hours are �exible as he is close to 
retiring but his commute still takes 
three hours. He leaves the house at 
9:30am and drives to park at the 
commuter rail station. From there he 
gets the train. Typically he can easily 
get the seat of his choice.   

When he gets o� the train, he has a 
�fteen minute walk to the pharmacy. 
The exercise is good for his arthritus 
and he takes pleasure in it. It can be 
tricky on frosty days though. He has to 
be very careful not to slip and fall.  

Work is pretty demanding but he’s 
been doing it a long time and knows 
everyone well. He generally comes 
across as a very positive person but he 
�nds his arthritus increasingly nags at 
him and the demands of work tiring.  

The commute home is far more trying. 
He walks to his commuter station but 
the stop is third from the origin and it 
can be di�cult to �nd a seat on the 
very crowded train. He �nd standing  
on the train for any length of time is  
hard on his feet and adds to the  
exhaustion from his work day.  

By the time Bill gets home it’s pretty 
late. It irks him that his wife waits for 
him to cook even though she’s recently 
retired. She’s not adjusting well to  
retired life. Bill �nds the situation 
stressful and because he’s often 
grumpy after his commute home, they 
argue — which further stresses them. 

Has to be careful in extra cold 
weather.

Getting a parking space is always a 
potential issue. If there are none left 
he’ll have to drive and pay for 
parking which is expensive,tiring, 
and sets o� his arthritus.

People from other towns use the 
parking because it’s $1 cheaper.  

He gets tired much more easily.

His arthritus can cause him pain. 

Hates haveing to �ght to get on the 
train to �nd a seat.

 Finds standing in a crowded 
carriage exhausting.

Gets irritated at people’s phone 
noises.  

Exhausted after working and com-
muting. 

Frustrated and irritable at his wife for 
being so sel�sh. 

Guilty because they are �ghting 
AGAIN which just adds to his stress. 

a little anxious a little anxious

comfortable and content

tired and in pain at times

exhausted, irritable, frustrated

exhausted, frustrated, irritable, guilty

BILL
63, PHARMACIST IN PUBLIC HOSPITAL
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Current CommutingCURRENT
PROBLEMS

DETAILS Lack of Functionalities

- Not running on time
- Very limited and restrictive schedule
- Often cramped seating conditions and few

comfortable place on board to do activities
- Very poor wifi services
- No way to prebook parking or seat

Inequity

-People charged more if they pay with cash
-Price of ticket is the same wheter or not you

get a seat

Ambiguity

- Meaning and direction of inbound and outbound
is unclear — nomenclature not user-centric

- Signs are small and poorly lit
- Stops are poorly signposted and almost

impossible to see in dark or dusk condition
- Automated messaging is inconsistent and

announcements are difficult to hear based on the
quality of the sound system and noise level in
the cars

- No company communication on the length of the
train or where it will stop on the platform

Direct Impacts for Individual Knock-on Effects on Society

INFRASTRUCTURE REDESIGN INFRASTRUCTURE REDESIGNING INFRASTRUCTURE REDESIGNING

Within 2 Years Around 3-5 Years Over 5 Years

COMMUTER APPS IMPROVEMENTS

SOLUTIONS

DETAILS

LIFE-WORK BALANCE

COMMUNITY VITALITY

Traffic Congestions

Service
Map of

Interpersonal Conflicts

Poluted Envrionment

Mood Deterioration

- Unpredictable waiting times and crowded conditions
make people anxious

- Long commutes in close and crowded conditions
often causes people to feel stressed and irritated

- Commuters return home drained and irritated

Lack of Productivity

- Getting to work late
- Employees overtired during working hours
- People don’t have sufficient time to relax properly

Extra Burdens

- Ever increaseing costs for commuting
- Fixed and tedious personal time schedule

COMMUNITY VITALITY

Neighborhood sharing

Set up an uber-like system between neighboors, 
transportation sharing options including local transit, bus, 
train, bike routes and carpools

Timely information

Add crowdsourcing to update delay information, firstly,  
provide on-site feedback buttons for commuters, secondly 
use camera to detect how crowded the traffic is, then inte-
grate above feedback to provide timely information

Book parking and seats

Reliable commuting suggestions

By comparing existing services including popular times 
from google maps and other third-parthy crowdsourcing 
data with above timely traffic information, provide avail-
able commuting suggestions such as putting off the com-
muting time, using neighborhood sharing cars, oradvising 
commuters on their fastest transport options.

SOCIAL STAKEHOLDERS CONNECTION

Reliable WiFi and clear signage Electrified modern rail system
Redesign signage to help everyone (newcomers or not), 
easily understand where to go and what to do to get the 
commuter rail to a desired destination.

Station and Stops

Rail cars
- More comfortable seats
- Specialized cars for different purposes. For example,

working, relaxing, sleeping or working out etc.
- Add more bathrooms and redesign to make them nicer
   and cleaner, specially for longer commutes.

- Train status communiction visible and up-to-date
- Better shelter for commuters from weather and insects
- More amenities — Drinks machines for example
- People able to book parking and seats in advance

Car community

Encourage people to build a community depending on the 
car they are going to take, let poeple group according to 
their preferences and activities

Corporate social impacts
Appeal to corporate support for building better commuting 
infrastructure. Special cars could be titled or redesigned 
to showcase what companies are about and advertise their 
business. Also to connect brands with social responsitility.

New economy union

Unite local traditional comanies to provide special 
discount orders . Commuters who own quarter or 
monthly tickets or cards will have promo codes in 
shopping, kayaking, dining, public biking, and 
other activities

Flex-time and home office
Encourage private companies to support more remote 
working situations, to avoid and reduce employees’ com-
muting during rush hours and alieviate the strain of having 
to commute such long distances five days a week. SMOOTH

COMMUTING
SMOOTH

COMMUTING

- Build train cars with bike stations, so commuters can bike
all the way to and from the trains

- Embed stations in the commuter cars, so people can
easily drop them off and access them from the trains
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